ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY

RANKING WAVE
International:


5. Acharya Nagarjuna University Ranked 201-300 World University Rank by TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION “World University Impact Ranking 2019: Partnerships for the goals”. India has 13 Universities among 450 by Times. It's a great achievement for INDIA. Among 13 Universities in INDIA, ANU secured 4th Place. In AP ANU bagged 1st place.
6. Acharya Nagarjuna University Ranked 251-300 in “Asia University Rank 2019” by TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION World University Ranking 2019, announced in Qatar, UAE. India have 49 Universities among 417 by Times. It’s a great achievement for INDIA. Among 49 Universities in INDIA, ANU secured 29th Place. In AP ANU bagged 2nd place.

8. Acharya Nagarjuna University bagged 801-1000 World University Rank by TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION World University Ranking 2019 announced in London. India have 49 Universities among 1258 by Times. It’s a great achievement for INDIA. Among 49 Universities in INDIA, ANU secured 22nd Place. In AP ANU bagged 1st place.


10. Acharya Nagarjuna University attained 801+ (>800) World University Rank by TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION World University Ranking 2017. India have 31 Universities among 980 by Times. It’s a great achievement for INDIA. Among 31 Universities in INDIA, ANU secured 20th Place. In AP ANU bagged 2nd place.

**National:**

1. Acharya Nagarjuna University Secured **GOLD** Rank in “**QS I·GAUGE - Indian College and University Rating 2019**” by QS Ranking 2019, announced in Delhi.
**Badges Received:**

- Teaching & Learning
- Faculty Quality
- Employability
- Student Diversity
- Facilities
- Social Responsibility
- Accreditation
- Entrepreneurship
- Research
Acharya Nagarjuna University

QS ERA India Pvt Ltd has, through rigorous and independent data collection and analysis against performance metrics as set out in the QS I-GAUGE methodology, awarded Acharya Nagarjuna University with a Gold University Rating.

QS I-GAUGE is a custom-designed rating system for Indian universities and colleges. It provides institutions with an opportunity to effectively benchmark their current performance in order to inform strategies for upgrading their educational services and all-round institutional performance.

- Teaching and Learning: DIAMOND
- Faculty Quality: GOLD
- Employability: GOLD
- Student Diversity: SILVER
- Facilities: DIAMOND
- Social Responsibility: SILVER
- Accreditation: DIAMOND
- Entrepreneurship: GOLD
- Research: DIAMOND
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2. Acharya Nagarjuna University Ranked 14th in “INDIA TOADAY BEST UNIVERSITIES RANKING 2019”. In entire India 36 Universities are selected. Among 36 Universities in INDIA, ANU secured 14th Place. In AP ANU bagged 2nd place. Apart from overall category ANU placed in 2 individual categories out of 3 categories from India Today Ranking (July 2019).

4. Acharya Nagarjuna University secured 175th rank in Swachhta Ranking 2017 among selected Universities/Colleges in entire India by MHRD.

5. Acharya Nagarjuna University bagged 14th Rank (39 Universities Selected) in INDIAs best university ranking 2018 by MDRA India Today.
6. Ranked India Today - Nielsen University rankings 2017 in various categories (Only 10 ranks announced in different categories).

7. Acharya Nagarjuna University secured NIRF rank, 101-150 & 151-200 in last two years in University Category.
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Co-ordinator, ANU Ranks